In the first part of this paper, given a smooth family of Dirac-type operators on an odd-dimensional closed manifold, we construct an abelian gerbe-with-connection whose curvature is the three-form component of the Atiyah-Singer families index theorem. In the second part of the paper, given a smooth family of Dirac-type operators whose index lies in the subspace K * i (B) of the reduced K-theory of the parametrizing space, we construct a corresponding Deligne cohomology class of degree i whose curvature is the i-form component of the Atiyah-Singer families index theorem.
Introduction
To a family of ∂-type operators on a Hermitian vector bundle over a Riemann surface, Quillen associated the so-called determinant line bundle [24] , a line bundle on the parametrizing space with a natural connection. He also computed the curvature of the connection. Quillen's construction was extended by Bismut and Freed to the setting of a family of Dirac-type operators on an even-dimensional closed manifold [4, Chapter 9 .7], [7] . The curvature of the connection is the two-form component of the Atiyah-Singer families index theorem. A remarkable feature of the determinant line bundle is that it is well-defined and smooth even though the kernels and cokernels of the operators may not form vector bundles on the parametrizing space, due to jumps in their dimensions.
In the first part of this paper we perform an analogous construction for a family of Diractype operators on an odd-dimensional manifold. The determinant line bundle is replaced by an abelian gerbe-with-connection. The "curvature" of the connection is the degree-3 component of the local families index theorem, a 3-form on the parametrizing space B.
In the second part of the paper we give a partial extension to the case of degree i > 3. Recall that the equivalence classes of line bundles with connection on B are classified by the 2-dimensional Deligne cohomology of B [10, Theorem 2. 2.11] . Similarly, the equivalence classes of C * -gerbes-with-connection on B are classified by the 3-dimensional Deligne cohomology of B [10, Theorem 5.3.11] . Hence for i > 3, in order to realize the degree-i component of the local families index theorem as the "curvature" of something, it is natural to look for an i-dimensional Deligne cohomology class.
There is an apparent integrality obstruction to doing so, as when i > 3 the degree-i component of the Chern character of the index class generally does not lie in the image of the map H i (B; Z) → H i (B; Q). Hence we make an integrality assumption. Recall that there is a filtration K * (B) = K It turns out that we want to assume that the image of the index of the family of Diractype operators, under the map K * (B) → K * (B), lies in K * i (B). Under this assumption, we construct a corresponding explicit i-dimensional Deligne cohomology class on B which only depends on the geometrical input and whose "curvature" is the degree-i component of the local families index theorem.
In the rest of this introduction, we give an explicit statement of the gerbe result. We defer the statement of the Deligne cohomology results to Section 4 (see Theorem 2) .
Information about gerbes is in the book of Brylinski [10] and the paper of Breen-Messing [9] . We will use a concrete approach to abelian gerbes described by Hitchin [19] . Given a manifold B with a covering {U α } α∈I by open subsets, one obtains a C * -gerbe from 1. A line bundle L αβ on each nonempty intersection U α ∩ U β , 2. An isomorphism L αβ ∼ = L −1 βα and 3. A nowhere-zero section θ αβγ of L αβ ⊗L βγ ⊗L γα on each nonempty intersection U α ∩U β ∩U γ such that 4. θ βγδ θ −1 αγδ θ αβδ θ −1 αβγ = 1 on each nonempty intersection U α ∩ U β ∩ U γ ∩ U δ . Given another choice L ′ αβ , θ ′ αβγ , if there are line bundles {L α } α∈I on the U α 's such that L ′ αβ ∼ = L −1 α ⊗ L αβ ⊗ L β , and θ ′ αβγ is related to θ αβγ in the obvious way, then L ′ αβ , θ ′ αβγ is isomorphic to (L αβ , θ αβγ ). Taking a direct limit over open coverings, one obtains the isomorphism classes of gerbes on B. They are classified by H 3 (B; Z). A unitary connection on the gerbe (L αβ , θ αβγ ) is given by the additional data of 1. A unitary connection ∇ αβ on each L αβ and 2. A real 2-form F α ∈ Ω 2 (U α ) on each U α such that 1. ∇ αβ = ∇ −1 βα , 2. θ αβγ is covariantly-constant with respect to ∇ αβ ⊗ ∇ βγ ⊗ ∇ γα and 3. On each nonempty intersection U α ∩ U β , we have F β − F α = c 1 (∇ αβ ), the first Chern form of the connection ∇ αβ .
Suppose that L ′ αβ = L −1 α ⊗ L αβ ⊗ L β has connection ∇ ′ αβ , F ′ α . If there are unitary connections ∇ α on L α such that 1. ∇ ′ αβ = ∇ −1 α ⊗ ∇ αβ ⊗ ∇ β and 2. F ′ α = F α + c 1 (∇ α ) then ∇ ′ αβ , F ′ α and (∇ αβ , F α ) are equivalent . The curvature of the connection, a globally-defined 3-form on B, is given on U α by dF α . Now let π : M → B be a smooth fiber bundle with closed odd-dimensional fiber Z. Let T Z = Ker(dπ) denote the vertical tangent bundle, a tangent bundle on M. We assume that T Z has a spin structure. Let SZ be the corresponding spinor bundle. Let g T Z be a vertical Riemannian metric. Let V be a complex vector bundle on M with Hermitian metric h V and compatible Hermitian connection ∇ V . Put E = SZ ⊗ V . There is an ensuing
Let T H M be a horizontal distribution on M. We now describe a gerbe on B. We first choose an open covering {U α } α∈I of B with the property that there are functions
It is easy to see that such {U α } α∈I and {h α } α∈I exist. If U α ∩ U β = ∅, then the eigenvalues of the operators eigenspace with eigenvalue 2 and let E +− be orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace with eigenvalue −2. (The notation for E −+ is meant to indicate that on Im(E −+ ), D β is positive and D α is negative.) Then the images of E −+ and E +− are finite-dimensional vector bundles on U α ∩ U β . Put
The line bundle L αβ inherits a unitary connection ∇ αβ from the projected connections on Im(E −+ ) and Im(E +− ). We take F α to be the 2-form component of a slight generalization of the Bismut-Cheeger eta-form (see [6, Definition 4 .93] and (3.19) below). Usually in index theory the eta-form is most naturally considered to be defined up to exact forms, but we will need the explicit 2-form component.
∈ Ω 3 (B).
(
1.2)
A different choice of {h α } α∈I gives an equivalent connection.
Let us give a brief historical discussion of the relation between gerbes and index theory. This goes back to the index interpretation of gauge anomalies. Recall that from the Lagrangian viewpoint, the nonabelian gauge anomaly arises from the possible topological nontriviality of the determinant line bundle on the space of connections modulo gauge transformations [3] . From the Hamiltonian viewpoint, this same anomaly becomes a 3dimensional cohomology class on the space of connections modulo gauge transformations, namely the one that comes from the families index theorem. In [17] , Faddeev constructs a 2-cocycle on the gauge group which transgresses this 3-dimensional cohomology class. He interprets the cocycle as an obstruction to satisfying Gauss' law. In [23, p. 200] Pressley and Segal note that projective Hilbert bundles on B are classified by H 3 (B; Z), and they use this to view the gauge anomaly as an obstruction to the gauge-invariant construction of fermionic Fock spaces. Gerbes (without connection) were brought into the picture by Carey-Mickelsson-Murray [11] , Carey-Murray [12] and Ekstrand-Mickelsson [16] .
Richard Melrose informs me that he and collaborators are working on related questions from a different viewpoint. I thank Richard, Dan Freed, Paolo Piazza and Stephan Stolz for discussions. I thank MSRI for its hospitality while this research was performed.
Conventions
As for conventions, if V is a vector bundle on B with connection ∇ V and curvature F V = (∇ V ) 2 then we write ch(F V ) = Tr e − F V ∈ Ω even (B). With this convention, ch(F V /2πi) = Tr e − F V /2πi is a closed form whose de Rham cohomology class lies in the image of H * (B; Q) → H * (B; R). We write
Again, ch(F V /2πi) = Tr s e − F V /2πi is a closed form whose de Rham cohomology class
) is a de Rham representative of the usual A-class in rational cohomology.
Let π : M → B be a smooth fiber bundle as in the introduction, with fiber Z. Let T ∈ Ω 2 (M; T Z) denote the curvature of the horizontal distribution, a T Z-valued horizontal 2-form on M. Let c(T ) denote Clifford multiplication by T .
Let π * E be the infinite-dimensional vector bundle on B whose fiber over
. If dim(Z) is odd then π * E is ungraded, while if dim(Z) is even then π * E is Z 2 -graded. Using g T Z and h V , one obtains an L 2 -inner product h π * E on π * E. Let ∇ π * E be the canonical Hermitian connection on π * E [4, Proposition 9.13], [6, (4.21) ].
The Index Gerbe
3.1. Eta-forms and their variations. We now suppose that Z is odd-dimensional. Following [25, §5] , let σ be a new formal odd variable such that σ 2 = 1. Let D be the perturbation of D 0 by a smooth family of fiberwise smoothing operators ∈ Ω odd (B) represents the Chern character of the index Ind(D) ∈ K 1 (B) of the family of vertical operators, up to normalizing constants. For later use, we note that Tr σ e − A 2
The constants in this expression will most easily be seen as arising from (3.26) ). For general D, we do not know that Tr σ e − A 2 s has a limit as s → 0. However, let LIM s→0 denote the principal value as in [4, Section 9.6] . Then by expanding in a Duhamel series around Tr σ e − A 2 0,s , one finds that LIM s→0 Tr σ e − A 2 s exists.
Proof. In general, if {A s (ǫ)} ǫ∈[0,1] is a smooth 1-parameter family of superconnections then formally,
Let {D(ǫ)} ǫ∈[0,1] be a smooth 1-parameter family of operators D as above. Then (3.6) is easily justified, and gives d dǫ
If we consider the component of (3.9) of degree 2k with respect to B then only a finite number of terms in the expansion (3.9) will enter. From (3.3),
for a polynomial f with appropriate coefficients. As dD dǫ is smoothing, we can compute LIM s→0 Tr σ s σ dD(ǫ) dǫ e − As(ǫ) 2 by looking at the terms of (3.9) which contribute to Ω 2k (B) and expanding the exponentials e − t j s 2 D 2 in s 2 . In so doing, the resulting expression is a Laurent series of the form s σ s − 2L ∞ r=0 c r (sσ) r for some L ≥ 0. Then after applying Tr σ , the result is s 1 − 2L r even c r s r . Hence LIM s→0 Tr σ s σ dD(ǫ) dǫ e − As(ǫ) 2 = 0 (3.11) and so from (3.8) ,
In our case, we can commute LIM s→0 and d dǫ . Taking
we obtain
The next result is the same as [21, Proposition 14] . We give the proof for completeness. 
It is easy to justify these formal manipulations. 
Let A s (ǫ) be a smooth 1-parameter family of superconnections. As in Proposition 2, when the terms make sense, we have 
Thus the functions {f α } α∈I piece together to give a function f :
is represented in real cohomology by the closed form on the right-hand-side of (3.28).
is a smooth 1-parameter family of mutually-commuting invertible operators as before then η α (ǫ) (2) ∈ Ω 2 (U α ) is independent of ǫ.
Proof. From Proposition 3, it is enough to show the vanishing of the component of
Using the fact that dDα dǫ commutes with D α , the degree-1 component of
. 
be a smooth 1-parameter family of Hermitian connections on V . As in (3.22), we have
Using Proposition 4 (in the finite-dimensional setting) and the spectral theorem, we can deform D to P + − P − without changing η (2) . Hence we assume that D = P + − P − . Let us write ∇ = ∇ 1 + ∇ 2 , where ∇ 1 commutes with D and ∇ 2 anticommutes with D. Put
Hence from (3.37), it suffices to compute η (2) when ∇ = ∇ 1 . In this case,
from which the proposition follows.
3.5.
Infinite-dimensional case.
Define the corresponding η α (ǫ) ∈ Ω even (B) as in (3.19) . Then given
At this point we do not have to assume that D α is invertible. Furthermore, the question is local on B, so we may assume that B = U α . If D α = D 0 then from standard heat equation asymptotics [18, Theorem 1.5],
In particular, this may be nonzero. For general D α , a Duhamel expansion around e −s 2 D 2 0 as in the proof of Proposition 1 shows that
We now make the assumption that if U α ∩ U β = ∅ then D α commutes with D β . We wish to compute η
Define E −+ and E +− as in the introduction. As D β − D α is smoothing, E −+ and E +− are finite-rank operators.
Proof. From Proposition 6, we may assume that the superconnection on U α is s σ D α + ∇, and similarly on U β . For ǫ ∈ [0, 1], put
Then
and similarly for
dǫ . Using the method of proof of Proposition 1, one finds
Then as in (3.37),
where the last line comes from the off-diagonal nature of d∇(ǫ) dǫ . Hence we may assume that the superconnection on U α is s σ D α + ∇(1) and that the superconnection on U β is s σ D β + ∇(1).
Due to the diagonal form Define L αβ as in (1.1), with its connection ∇ αβ induced from the connections E −+ ∇ E −+ and E +− ∇ E +− . Let F αβ denote its curvature, an imaginary-valued 2-form on U α ∩ U β . Proposition 7 says that on U α ∩ U β ,
Given a, b, c ∈ {+1, −1} let H abc be the subbundle of π * E on which Dα |Dα| acts as multiplication by a, D β |D β | acts as multiplication by b and Dγ |Dγ| acts as multiplication by c. Then
There is an obvious nowhere-zero section
In general, let E be a Hermitian vector bundle with Hermitian connection ∇ E and let E 1 and E 2 be subbundles of E such that there is an orthogonal direct sum E = E 1 ⊕ E 2 . We do not assume that ∇ E is diagonal with respect to E 1 and E 2 . Let ∇ E 1 and ∇ E 2 be the induced connections on E 1 and E 2 , respectively. We have corresponding connections
. Recalling the definition of L αβ from (1.1), it follows that the section θ αβγ is covariantly-constant with respect to ∇ αβ ⊗ ∇ βγ ⊗ ∇ γα .
Finally, if U α ∩ U β ∩ U γ ∩ U δ = ∅ then the cocycle condition θ βγδ θ −1 αγδ θ αβδ θ −1 αβγ = 1 is obviously satisfied.
In summary, we have shown that {D α } α∈I determine a gerbe on B with connection. From (3.26), its curvature is
(3.54)
To recall, the conditions that we imposed on
In order to construct a gerbe-with-connection that only depends on D 0 , ∇ π * E and T , as in the introduction we assume that D α = D 0 + h α (D 0 ) for some h α ∈ C ∞ c (R). From spectral theory and the continuity of the spectral projections of (D 0 ) b with respect to b ∈ B, it is easy to see that such {U α } α∈I and {h α } α∈I exist. Given {U α } α∈I , suppose that we make
Define a line bundle L αα ′ , with connection, on U α as in (1.1), replacing the pair (D α , D β ) by the pair (D α , D ′ α ). Let F αα ′ denote the corresponding curvature. Then it follows that
as a line bundle with connection. Furthermore, from Proposition 7, Proof. From the universal coefficient theorem, it is enough to show that the result of pairing the rational cohomology class (3.54) with an integer homology class y ∈ H 3 (B; Z) is an integer. As the map s : Ω SO 3 (B) → H 3 (B; Z) from oriented bordism to integer homology is surjective, we may assume that there is a closed oriented 3-manifold X and a smooth map
is the fundamental class of X. Then we can compute the pairing of (3.54) with y by pulling back (3.54) under φ to X and computing its pairing with [X]. Let π ′ : M ′ → X denote the fiber bundle obtained by pulling back the fiber bundle π : M → B under φ : X → B. Let Z ′ denote the fiber of π ′ : M ′ → X and let V ′ denote the pullback of V to M ′ . Then by naturality, it is enough to show that
is an integer.
As T Z has a spin structure, T Z ′ has a spin structure. As X is an oriented 3-manifold, it has a spin structure. Then T M ′ = T Z ′ ⊕ (π ′ ) * T X has a spin structure. Furthermore
The right-hand-side of (3.59) is an integer by the Atiyah-Singer index theorem.
Deligne Cocycles
We now assume that Z, the fiber of the fiber bundle π : M → B, is even-dimensional. We let D denote the ensuing family Then (4.4) becomes
We now make the assumption that for each b ∈ B, the index of D b vanishes in Z. Equivalently, the vector bundles Ker(D) + and Ker(D) − have the same rank. For simplicity of notation, we will abbreviate ∇ Ker(D) ± by ∇ ± , and write its curvature as F ± .
Let {U α } α∈I be a covering of B by open sets such that over U α , there is an isometric isomorphism W α :
Define the Chern-Simons form CS α ∈ Ω odd (U α ) by
dt.
(4.7)
By construction,
Then from (4.6),
on U α . Thus we wish to attach the odd form η + CS α to U α . If U α ∩ U β = ∅ then we wish to write ( η + CS β ) − ( η + CS α ) = CS β − CS α as an exact form on U α ∩ U β . Then we wish to repeat the process if U α ∩ U β ∩ U γ = ∅, etc. In order to streamline things, we use a construction which is similar to the "descent equations" in the study of anomalies [3, 26] .
For simplicity, we assume for the moment that U α = B. We write I = Isom(Ker(D) + , Ker(D) − ). It is acted upon freely and transitively by the groups of gauge transformations Isom(Ker(D) + ) and Isom(Ker(D) − ). We let W denote a "coordinate" on I and we let δ denote the differential on I, so that W Tr
Let us work out CS in low degrees. To do so, we use the fact that
Then (4.11) becomes
Given {U α } α∈I and {W α } α∈I as before, suppose that U α ∩ U β = ∅. Let I αβ be the space I defined above when the base is U α ∩ U β . Suppose that there is a smooth path σ αβ : [0, 1] → I αβ from W α Uα∩U β to W β Uα∩U β . For example, if U α ∩ U β is contractible then there is such a path, as the unitary group is connected. We put σ βα (t) = σ αβ (1 − t). It makes sense to write
and from (4.14),
If U α ∩ U β ∩ U γ = ∅, let I αβγ be the space I defined as above when the base is U α ∩ U β ∩ U γ . Let µ αβγ : S 1 → I αβγ be a smooth concatenation of σ αβ , σ βγ and σ γα . Then
We can summarize the discussion so far by saying that . We obtain a corresponding cocycle
In order to compare C and C ′ , for each α ∈ I choose a path σ αα ′ :
In other words, C ′ − C is the coboundary of the 1-cochain
Thus C and C ′ are cohomologous. In summary, our input data consisted of points W α ∈ I α , defined up to homotopy, with the property that if U α ∩ U β = ∅ then there is a path in I αβ from W α Uα∩U β to W β Uα∩U β . From this we obtained a Deligne cohomology class on B of degree 2 [10, Chapter 1.5]. From (4.9), its "curvature" is the 2-form (2) ∈ Ω 2 (B).
(4.23)
In view of the isomorphism between the 2-dimensional Deligne cohomology of B and the isomorphism classes of line bundles with connection on B [10, Theorem 2.2.12], we also obtain a line bundle with connection on B which is, of course, the determinant line bundle. To see this explicitly, let us first note that e [0, 1] (4.25) show that the forms {A α } α∈I fit together to give a connection on the line bundle whose transition functions are φ αβ = det(W −1 α W β ). This is the same as the determinant line bundle [4, Chapter 9.7] , which in our case is equal to Λ max (Ker(D) + ) −1 ⊗ Λ max (Ker(D) − ). The connection that we have defined on the determinant line bundle is the same as that defined in [4, Chapter 9.7 ]. Its curvature is given by (4.23) . Of course the determinant line bundle can be defined without the assumption that Ker(D) is a vector bundle on B, or our other assumptions.
H 4 . The 3-form component of CS is
Given {U α } α∈I we suppose that there exist 1. Maps σ α : D 0 → I α , 2. Maps σ αβ : D 1 → I αβ such that 
The right-hand-side of (4.29), for example, means a concatenation σ αβ ∪ σ βγ ∪ σ γα . A priori this is a continuous map from S 1 to I αβ , but after an appropriate reparametrization we may assume that it is smooth. Equation (4.29) means that σ αβ ∪ σ βγ ∪ σ γα extends to a map from D 2 to I αβ . Again we may assume first that it extends continuously and then obtain a smooth extension. (We could also work with piecewise smooth maps.)
The meaning of G αβ , for example, is
From (4.27),
Also,
is a 4-cocycle for theČech-cohomology of the complex of sheaves 37) on B. Now suppose that σ ′ α , σ ′ αβ , σ ′ αβγ , σ ′ αβγδ is another choice of maps. Let C ′ be the ensuing cocycle as in (4.36). We assume that there is a smooth 1-parameter family of maps {σ α (t), σ αβ (t), σ αβγ (t)} t∈[0,1] so that for each t ∈ [0, 1], (σ α (t), σ αβ (t), σ αβγ (t)) satisfies (4.28) and (4.29), (σ α (0), σ αβ (0), σ αβγ (0)) = (σ α , σ αβ , σ αβγ ) (4.38)
and
We do not assume that the homotopies from σ αβγ to σ ′ αβγ extend to a homotopy from σ αβγδ to σ ′ αβγδ . Define Σ α : [0, 1]×D 0 → I α by Σ α (t, x) = (σ α (t))(x), and similarly for Σ αβ : [0, 1]×D 1 → I αβ and Σ αβγ :
Put
, H αβγδ is an integer-valued continuous function on I αβγδ and
In other words, C ′ − C is the coboundary of the 3-cochain (H α , H αβ , H αβγ , H αβγδ ) . In summary, our input data consisted of the maps (σ α , σ αβ , σ αβγ ) satisfying (4.28) and (4.29), defined up to homotopy, with the property that if U α ∩ U β ∩ U γ ∩ U δ = ∅ then the map from S 2 to I αβγδ , given by σ βγδ Uα∩U β ∩Uγ∩U δ − σ αγδ Uα∩U β ∩Uγ ∩U δ + σ αβδ Uα∩U β ∩Uγ ∩U δ − σ αβγ Uα∩U β ∩Uγ∩U δ , extends to a map from D 3 to I αβγδ . From this we obtained a Deligne cohomology class on B of degree 4 [10, Chapter 1.5]. From (4.9), its "curvature" is the (4) ∈ Ω 4 (B).
(4.42)
(4.43)
Again, we assume that the map µ α 0 ...α 2k has been parametrized so as to be smooth. Put
and put
Proof. From (4.10) and (4.12),
Thus
From [8, p. 237] , this is integer-valued. For this to be true, it is important that we are integrating over S 2k−1 and not over an arbitrary (2k − 1)-dimensional manifold.
We have
∈ Ω 2k (B) (4.49) and for 1 ≤ l ≤ 2k − 1
is a 2k-cocycle for theČech-cohomology of the complex of sheaves
is another choice of maps. Let C ′ be the ensuing cocycle as in (4.52). We assume that for 0 ≤ l ≤ 2k − 2 there is a smooth 1-parameter family of maps {σ α 0 ...α l (t)} t∈[0,1] so that for each t ∈ [0, 1], (σ α 0 (t), . . . , σ α 0 ...α l (t)) satisfies (4.43),
We do not assume that the homotopies from σ α 0 ...α 2k−2 to σ ′ α 0 ...α 2k−2 extend to a homotopy from σ α 0 ...α 2k−1 to σ ′ α 0 ...α 2k−1 . Proposition 9. Under these assumptions, C and C ′ are cohomologous.
Then H α 0 ...α 2k−1 is an integer-valued continuous function on I α 0 ...α 2k−1 . Furthermore, for 0 ≤ l ≤ 2k − 2,
In other words, C ′ − C is the coboundary of the (2k − 1)-cochain
(4.62)
Thus C and C ′ are cohomologous.
In summary, our input data consisted of the maps σ α 0 , . . . , σ α 0 ...α 2k−2 satisfying (4.43), defined up to homotopy, with the property that if U α 0 ∩ . . . ∩ U α 2k−1 = ∅ then the map from S 2k−2 to I α 0 ...α 2k−1 , given by 2k−1 m=0 (−1) m σ α 0 ... αm...α 2k−1 Uα 0 ∩...∩Uα 2k−1 , extends to a map from D 2k−1 to I α 0 ...α 2k−1 . From this we obtained a Deligne cohomology class on B of degree 2k [10, Chapter 1.5]. From (4.9), its "curvature" is the 2k-form
∈ Ω 2k (B). (4.63) 4.1.4. Topological interpretation. Let us note that we can always add a trivial vector bundle B×C N , with a trivial connection, to both Ker(D) + and Ker(D) − and carry out the preceding constructions for this stabilized vector bundle. Thus it is only the stabilized class of Ker(D) that matters. Recall that the nerve N of a covering {U α } α∈I is a certain simplicial complex which has one k-simplex for each nonempty intersection U α 0 ∩. . .∩U α k . Let N (k) denote the k-skeleton of N .
Consider the space X obtained by gluing together
There is a continuous map ρ : X → N which contracts each U α 0 ∩ . . . ∩ U α l to a point. We now assume that {U α } α∈I is a good covering, meaning that each U α 0 ∩ . . . ∩ U α l is contractible. Then each preimage of ρ is contractible and in our case it follows that ρ is a homotopy equivalence [15] . As N is homotopy-equivalent to B, we can pullback Ker(D) to a Z 2 -graded vector bundle V on X.
Now suppose that we have the maps {σ α 0 ...α l } 2k−1 l=0 of the previous subsubsection. Then these isometries show that V is trivial as a Z 2 -graded vector bundle on ρ −1 N (2k−1) , i.e. that there is an isomorphism there from V + to V − . Furthermore, as {σ α 0 ...α l } 2k−2 l=0 is fixed up to homotopy, there is a trivialization on ρ −1 N (2k−2) .
Recall that there is a filtration K * (X) = K * 0 (X) ⊃ K * 1 (X) ⊃ . . . of K-theory, where K * i (X) consists of the elements x of K * (X) with the property that for any finite simplicial complex Y of dimension less than i and any continuous map f : Y → X, f * x = 0 [1, Section 2]. This filtration gives rise to the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence to compute K * (X), with E 2 -term E p,q 2 = H p (X; K q (pt.)) and E ∞ -term E p,q ∞ = K p+q p (X)/K p+q p+1 (X).
Using the homotopy equivalence given by ρ from X to the simplicial complex N , we see that the K-theory class of the Z 2 -graded vector bundle V on X lies in K 0 2k−1 (X). Equivalently, the K-theory class of the Z 2 -graded vector bundle Ker(D) on B lies in K 0 2k−1 (B) Conversely, suppose that the K-theory class of the Z 2 -graded vector bundle Ker(D) on B lies in K 0 2k−1 (B). Then V , the pullback of Ker(D) to X, has its K-theory class in K 0 2k−1 (X). This means that V ρ −1 (N (2k−1) ) vanishes in K 0 ρ −1 N (2k−1) . After possibly stabilizing by trivial bundles, so that V + ρ −1 (N (2k−1) ) is isomorphic to V − ρ −1 (N (2k−1) ) , we obtain the existence of the maps {σ α 0 ...α l } 2k−1 l=0 of the previous subsection. (Note that the trivialization is specified uniquely up to homotopy on ρ −1 N (2k−2) , but not on ρ −1 N (2k−1) .)
As a further point, if rk(Ker(D) + ) = rk(Ker(D) − ) originally then after adding trivial vector bundles, we may assume that rk(Ker(D) + ) = rk(Ker(D) − ). Thus it is enough to only consider the image of the K-theory class of Ker(D) in the reduced K-theory group K 0 (B).
Thus under the assumption that Ker(D) is a vector bundle on B whose reduced K-theory class lies in K 0 2k (B), we constructed a well-defined Deligne cohomology class of degree 2k.
4.2.
The general case. We no longer assume that Ker(D) forms a vector bundle on B. We will essentially reduce to the case of vector bundle kernel by means of the method of [20, Section 5] .
From a general result in index theory, there are smooth finite-dimensional subbundles K ± of (π * E) ± and complementary subbundles G ± such that D is diagonal with respect to the decomposition (π * E) ± = G ± ⊕ K ± and writing D = D G + D K , in addition [22] . Give K ± a Hermitian metric h K ± and compatible connection ∇ K ± . Let F K ± denote the curvature of ∇ K ± . Put
where the factor K ∓ has the metric h K ∓ and connection ∇ K ∓ . Let φ : [0, ∞) → [0, 1] be a smooth bump function such that there exist δ, ∆ > 0 satisfying where η is defined using A and CS 0,2k−1 α 0 is defined using K ± and ∇ K ± . In this way, we obtain an explicit Deligne cocycle on B of degree 2k. Theorem 2. The Deligne cohomology class is independent of the choices of K, h K , ∇ K , α and φ. Its curvature is the 2k-form
∈ Ω 2k (B).
(4.72)
Proof. Suppose first that we fix K, h K and ∇ K . Let {α(ǫ)} ǫ∈[0,1] and {φ(ǫ)} ǫ∈[0,1] be smooth 1-parameter families. From the Z 2 -graded analog of (3.22), as the small-s behavior of A s is independent of ǫ, it follows that d η dǫ is exact. Thus η(1) − η(0) = dS for some S ∈ Ω even (B). Then the difference of the Deligne cocycles defined using (α(1) and φ(1)) vs. (α(0) and φ(0)) is the coboundary of the cochain (S (2k−2) Uα 0 , 0, . . . , 0). As any two choices of α and φ can be joined by such paths, it follows that the Deligne cohomology class is independent of the choices of α and φ.
Now suppose that we have smooth Finally, suppose that K ′ is another choice of K. As both [K + − K − ] and [K ′ + − K ′ − ] represent Ind(D) in K 0 (B), there are vector bundles L and L ′ such that there are topological isomorphisms
Choose Hermitian metrics h L and h L ′ , and compatible connections ∇ L and ∇ L ′ . Put K ± = K ± ⊕ L and K ′ ± = K ′ ± ⊕ L ′ . Now η is unchanged if we define it in the obvious way on H ± = G ± ⊕ K ± ⊕ K ∓ , (4.78)
instead of H ± . Similarly, η ′ , the eta-form corresponding to K ′ , can be computed on
The isomorphism φ induces an isomorphism Φ : H ± → H ′ ± . Hence we can also consider η ′ to be computed on H ± using the pullback superconnection Φ * A ′ . Now Φ * A ′ differs from A at most in its components of degree zero and one, with respect to B. The difference in the degree-zero components is finite-rank and, as in the preceding arguments, the ensuing Deligne cohomology class is unchanged. Hence we may assume that Φ * A ′ and A have the same degree-zero component. The difference in the degree-one components comes from the difference between φ * ∇ K ′ and ∇ K . We can apply the preceding argument concerning the independence with respect to the choice of connection, to conclude that the Deligne cocycle computed with K is cohomologous to that computed with K ′ .
The curvature statement follows from (4.70).
Finally, suppose that dim(Z) is odd. Consider the fiber bundle (S 1 ×S 1 ×M) → (S 1 ×B). Give the fiber circle a length of 1. As in [7, Pf. of Theorem 2.10] there is a canonical family D of Dirac-type operators on the new fiber bundle. Suppose that Ind(D) lies in K 1 2k−1 (B). Then the image of Ind( D) under the map K 0 (S 1 × B) → K 0 (S 1 × B) lies in K 0 2k (S 1 × B), and so we can construct the corresponding Deligne cohomology class on S 1 ×B of degree 2k. Integrating over the circle in Deligne cohomology [10, Section 6.5], we obtain a canonical Deligne cohomology class on B of degree 2k − 1.
